http: / / www.ecologica.cn carbon flux data in the desert wetland in quality levels 1-6 was 92.03%, indicating that the distribution in different quality grades of carbon flux data in the desert鄄wetland ecosystem was relatively uniform. The percentage of ITC classification results in the five quality levels was 91.65%, illustrating that the development of atmospheric turbulence was at a middle level of adequacy in this period. When the friction velocity was 0-0.15, 0.15-0.30, and more than 0.30 m / s, respectively, the carbon flux showed grade variation characteristics; therefore, frictional wind speed at night can be divided into the three levels, and data within the 0 m / s and 0.30 m / s can be selectively weeded out. The proportions of data eliminated through the methods of sensor abnormal state, check analysis, and threshold analysis were 26. 34%, 2. 48%, and 8. 57%, respectively, and the vast majority showed intermittent loss characteristics. There were no significant correlations between carbon flux and solar radiation or 5 cm soil temperature. Use of the linear interpolation and average daily variation methods could realize interpolation of missing data, but these could not reflect the true flux variations in a better manner. Conducting research on carbon flux in the non鄄growing season in a unique ecosystem in a desert鄄wetland environment surrounded by arid land and probing the carbon flux data characteristics and peculiarities could help provide the needed carbon flux research data and also a basis for improving research on carbon flux in China. 
